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Details of Visit:

Author: laptops
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Apr 2009 1pm
Duration of Visit: 45mins
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Indian Palace
Website: http://www.indian-palace.com/
Phone: 02070001908

The Premises:

Excellent new location near Chancery Lane tube. Clean & safe.

The Lady:

Pretty with lovely body, stats as per web site, size 8, 34c, 5"7', slim. Wearing babydoll, g-string and
heals, no stockings which was disappointing.

The Story:

Shakira is very sexy and really got me going with an excellent sexy massage, touching my balls and
cock. Before long I said I would extend the appointment from 30mins @ ???80 to an hour which I
presumed would be another ???60 as the hour service is ???140. Had some very quick oral then
Shakira climbed on top for excellent cowgirl. Then missionary to first pop. Then having shot my load
said I would after all just have the 30mins, which she said was fine. Had another massage then time
was up. But Shakira kept asking if I wanted to stay longer. Eventually I though why not? However I
was disappointed to hear that it was an extra ???80 for another half hour or ???60 for 15mins. With
a semi I thought I would take the 15mins. Shakira then just sat on my stomach and wanked me off
to second pop. Not what I was after and a bit too quick. Overall an enjoyable punt but I was very
disappointed with the extra costs where I think she took advantage. For that reason I will think twice
before returning. However Shakira is a very sexy girl and great company, I just left feeling ripped
off.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Could you please put this comment from Indian Palace at the end of the report:
We are sorry that Shakira did not make it clear how the pricing went when she found out you
wanted to extend. We did speak to her after reading this report. She said that you had been to
Indian Palace before, so she thought that you know about the prices for extending the service.
If you would have booked one hour upfront, then it would have cost you 140.
And we would also know when to let the next appointment know when the lady will next be free.
If you book it in two half hour sessions, we do treat it as two separate bookings. This is because if
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someone is in the room and needs extra time after his initial booking as he has not finished yet, he
is given priority.
While we are giving the person in the room priority, we are also loosing out on our next appointment
who has booked. The reason we are loosing out is because the person who is waiting gets annoyed
and does not want to wait and leaves or decides to cut his booked appointment time down.

It is not our intention to rip you off and we hope you can see why we do our pricing structure the
way we do with extension times. 60 is for twenty minutes. We do knock you five minutes to go
before your twenty minutes is up, just to let you know that you have five minutes left in the room.
We know that our visitors lead busy lives and it's very hard sometimes to make sure appointments
run on time. But we always try our best at Indian Palace to make sure everybody's appointments
run smoothly.

Shakira said that it was not her intention to make you come during the twenty minutes part of the
service with her hands. She said that you did come before she had a chance to put the rubber on.
Please send us an email if you would like to discuss anything with us.

Indian Palace xxx 
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